An explicit orbifold example of the non-zero correlation functions related to the additional contribution to the induced mass term for Higgs particles at low energies is given. We verify that they form finite dimensional representations of the target space modular transformation SL 2 (Z). This action of the modular group is shown to be consistent with its action on the fixed points set defining the twisted fields.
Introduction
Minimal N=1 supergravity Lagrangian involving two-derivative terms is described by three functions of chiral and anti-chiral superfields (Φ,Φ), which live on a Kähler space. These functions are Kähler potential K(Φ,Φ), chiral superpotential W (Φ) and the gauge coupling f (Φ). Kähler potential determines the metric on the Kähler space and therefore the kinetic term of the fields Φ, whereas the superpotential W determines the Yukawa couplings. The fields Φ in general contain gauge-charged as well as gauge neutral fields. Among the latter there can be some fields that correspond to flat direction of the potential (i.e.
∂V ∂Φ
= 0 identically). Such fields are called moduli fields as they can acquire arbitrary constant vacuum expectation values.
A general feature of the N=1 supergravity models coming from superstring theories is the presence of such moduli fields. They correspond to exactly marginal deformations of the underlying superconformal field theory describing the internal manifold. Besides these moduli fields, which depend on the details of the internal theory, there is a universal field S called dilaton, which is also a flat direction of the potential. In fact the constant v.e.v. of dilaton field determines the string coupling constant. The tree level gauge function f turns out to be only a function of S: the real part of S defines the usual gauge coupling constant and the imaginary part determines the coupling of FF term. Kähler potential K and superpotential W on the other hand are model dependent.
In the case of (2,2) compactification of the Heterotic superstring the gauge group is E 6 × E 8 and the matter fields transform as 27 or 27 under E 6 and they are in one-to-one correspondence with the moduli. The Kähler potential has the following power in expansion in the matter fields: where A and B refer to 27's and 27's respectively. The functions Z
(1,1) αα and Z (1,2) νν determine the kinetic terms and have been studied extensively in the literature [1] and were shown to be related to Yukawa couplings via special geometry relations. H function on the other hand gives rise to mass term (called µ term) once supersymmetry is broken.
The most convenient way of computing the H function at the tree level is to consider the four-scalar scattering amplitude A(A α , B ν , Mm, Mn) involving 27, 27 and two antimoduli. In the leading, quadratic order in momenta, there exist in general two contributions to the process. The first, coming from the standard D-term interactions in the effective Lagrangian, gives the Riemann tensor of Kähler geometry, R αmνn = ∇m∂nH αν . The second contribution exists only in the presence of Yukawa coupling involving A, B and a gauge singlet s, and it is not described by the standard supergravity Lagrangian. It involves a two-derivative coupling of two anti-moduli to the auxiliary component ofs. The auxiliary field propagates between this coupling and the Yukawa coupling to A and B, producing an effective interaction which contributes to A(A α , B ν , Mm, Mn). Such higher-derivative couplings of auxiliary field and scalars are coming from a higher weight F-term in superconformal supergravity.
where h s is the auxiliary component of gauge singlet s.
Such higher derivative term can be expressed as
whereD 2 is the chiral projector and f 1 and f 2 are two arbitrary functions of Φ andΦ. This would give rise to, among other terms, coupling of the type ∂φm∂φnhs f
Such a term also gives a contribution to the µ-term via the following diagram
Thus in the event of hm acquiring a non-vanishing v.e.v. one gets a mass term of the typeμ
which could be of phenomenological interest [3] in the study of low energy physics arising from string theory.
In [2] , by using arguments similar to the ones used in proving special geometry 2 , it was shown that for (2,2) models the function T is related to the Yukawa coupling as
where we have identified the charged indices (α, ν, etc.) on the right hand side in W , with the corresponding moduli indices n, k, etc. (Recall that for (2,2) models for every (1,1) moduli there exist a 27 and for (1,2) a 27 .) The right hand side of (1) can be computed by evaluating an amplitude <χ AχB Mms >. The purpose of this paper is to compute such amplitudes explicitly in the case of certain orbifold model 3 . It turns out that in order to get It turns out that in order to get non-vanishing result all the 4 fields must be twisted fields. Recalling that by SL(2,C) invariance we can fix 3 points on the sphere, this 4-point correlation function still involves a 2-dimentional world sheet integral over the position of one of the points. We will use the following trick to evaluate this integral. If we take a holomorhic derivative of the r.h.s. of (1) with respect to an untwisted modulus then the result is expected to be a total derivative in the world sheet coordinate:
Since for our case j andī are untwisted and twisted indexes respectively, G jī = 0. It is also known that the holomorphic derivative of the Yukawa coupling ∇ j WĀBs is zero, so we have
where the remaining terms correspond to factorized diagrams which show us that the only contribution should come from the boundary of the world sheet moduli space.
Indeed in the following we will see an explicit example that holomorphic derivative gives rise to a total derivative on the world sheet as indicated by this general argument and this enables us to do the integral explicitely.
The paper is organized as follows. In sect.2 we derive the 4-point correlation function of the bosonic twist fields in the presence g, g −1 , h and h −1 -twisted sectors using a technique developed in [5] . In sect.3 we give an example of the non-zero correlation functions of the required type < 27, 1 s , 27, 1 m > and compute them as functions of untwisted moduli (radii, etc.). In sect.4 we show that they form finite dimensional representation of the duality group SL 2 (Z), acting on the untwisted moduli space. The action of the duality group is shown to be consistent with the action on the twisted fields characterized by the fixed points set under the orbifold group. In sect.5 using the above mentioned trick we find a differential equation for the correlation function and discuss the uniqueness of its solution. Conclusions are presented in sect.6. Calculation of some useful integrals are given in the appendix.
Correlation function of the bosonic twist fields
We now present a calculation of a correlation function in which the four twisted states at the points z 1 = 0, z 2 = x, z 3 = 1 and z 4 = ∞ respectively are from g, g −1 , h and h −1 -twisted sectors. The correlation function to be calculated is
The given twist field σ g,f determines how X(z,z) is rotated and translated when it is carried around that operator in the complex z-plane:
Figure 1: Two independent loops
where v belongs to a coset of Λ 4 which depends on the index f . If we split the field X into a classical piece X cl and a quantum fluctuation X qu then the correlation function divides into a sum over classical solutions, times the quantum effective action, both evaluated in the presence of twist fields:
All global information needed to determine both the quantum Green functions and the proper set of classical solutions can be determined from the monodromy conditions for transporting X qu and X cl around collection of fields which have net twist zero. For our choice of closed loops shown in Fig.1 , we have
where
Taking the closed loop C to encircle all the vertex operators gives the following constraints for the allowed fixed points:
Quantum part
The first step in constructing the quantum piece of the correlation function (3) is to find the Green functions in the presence of the four twists
Using asymptotic conditions as z → w and z, w → z i we find (we have used the following notation:
and A(z i ,z i ) and B(z i ,z i ) will be determined later using the global monodromy condition (6) . The operator product
Then the operator product
under limit z → z 2 gives rise to the differential equation
Using now SL 2 (C) invariance we fix the location of the four vertex operators:
The global monodromy condition (6) gives equation to determine A and B:
Ca dzg(z, w) + Ca dzh(z, w) = 0 which became after fixing z i and dividing by ω 1 (w):
Choosing w = 1 we can find that
and for w = 0
Solving this equations we find
Substituting (13) into (12) and integrating it we get
where we have used the x ↔x symmetry of Z qu (x,x) to fix thex-dependence of the integration constant. From (14) we find
Classical part
The z andz derivatives of the classical solutions can be written as
Substituting this into (6) and solving it we find:
Normalizing ω 1 and ω 2 and using definition of τ given in Appendix we can rewrite
The classical action is given by
Using results of Appendix after some algebra, the action for the classical solutions becomes
) Γ( 
The classical part of the correlation function is given by
where sum is over cosets v 1 and v 2 determined in (7). Substituting v 1 = γ(ǫ 1 + Λ) and v 2 = γ(ǫ 2 + Λ) we found that ǫ 2 = f 23 5 and ǫ 1 satisfies the constraint
After Poisson resummation on v 2 we get
where w = e iπτ ,w = e −iπτ and
The correlation function < 27, 1 s , 27, 1 m >
We start from E 8 × E 8 heterotic string compactified on the 6-dimensional orbifold, which is a direct sum of three two-dimensional orbifolds 6 :
where the lattices for the first two are hexagonal (we denote it by Λ) and for the third is arbitrary. Point groups are generated by rotations θ of order 6, 3 and 2 respectively. To simplify calculations is useful to bosonize all fermions. Using fermionic charge conservation, we found the states 27, 27, 1 m and 1 s , whose correlation function of the type < f, f, b, b > is not zero. The states 27 and 1 s come from g 2 , g −2 twisted sectors respectively and we choose them to be in the Ramond sector. States 27 and 1 m come from g 3 twisted sector and they are in the Neveu-Schwarz sector.
Vertex operators for states are
27 :
In the expression for the state 1 m we leave only non-vanishing component of T F . The ground states |B > and |C > are eigenstates of the group action g and they are linear combination of the fixed points:
where κ 1 , κ 2 are the fixed points for the 2π/3 rotation and ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 are the fixed points for the π rotation on the hexagonal lattice Λ (see Fig.2 ). The correlation functions with different ground states form the multiplet rotations on the hexagonal lattice Λ The correlation function < 27, 1 s , 27, 1 m > is
Here we had set space-time momenta to zero. Correlations of all fields except the bosonic twists are found from the formula:
The correlation of the bosonic twist fields is splitted into a sum of classical and quantum parts.
In order to determine the classical part we will use the following trick. Let's take derivative of Z bos with respect to T :
Then we see that
The quantum part < ∂X qu (w)∂X qu (z)σ . . . σ > is found from (17) and (10)
Substituting (25) and (26) in (23) we have
The full correlation function (22) is then integrated over the complex plane and gives the scattering apmlitude for four massless twisted states:
Recalling that dτ dx = 1 2πi
F (1/2, 1/3; 1; x) 2 we rewrite
Modular transformation
If we decompose v = v 0 + ρ and p = p 0 + c + µ, where v 0 ∈ 2Λ, ρ ∈ Λ/2Λ, p 0 ∈ 2γΛ * , µ ∈ γΛ * /2γΛ * , c ∈ Λ * /γΛ * then (29) becomes
FFrom (30) we find it's Fourier transformation
The correlation function should be invariant under modular transformations
(iR 2 − b) and a, b, c, d form an element of SL 2 (Z). Modular transformations can be generated by two basic transformations:
and
S-transformation
We find that under S-transformation
After some calculations we find
Knowing that the solutions of (20) for the case g = θ 2 , h = θ 3 (θ = e 2πi/6 ) is
and substituting them back we get
from which we can deduce that the modular transformation acts on states separately:
For the physical states the transformation become
Finally we get that the multiplet of the correlation functions transforms
Defining the quantity G(T,T ) = R 2 A ǫ j (T,T ) we find the following transformation
T-transformation
Under T-transformation
From (33) we can deduce, as in the previous case, that the modular transformation acts on states separately:
which for physical states become
The multiplet of the correlation functions transforms as follows Under T -transformation G(T,T ) transforms as
Since S and T transformations generate all modular group, from (32) and (34) we deduce that the correlation functions (28) form finite dimensional representation of the duality group SL 2 (Z).
Integration of the correlation function
In order to integrate the amplitude (28) we take a derivative of G(T,T ) with respect toT and refering to the following formula[9]
we find
The later integral can be written as a surface integral, turning out to be a sum of the surface integrals at 0, 1, ∞.
The first term of the above sum at x 0 = 1 does not give any contribution while the terms at x 0 = 0 and x 0 = ∞ give rise to a non-zero result. Recalling τ → i 2π log 12 x then x → 0 we find that the second term of the sum at x 0 = 0 equal
where the only non-zero contribution is from sector Q L = Q R = 0.
To find the contribution at x 0 = ∞ the integral over x-plane is written as an integral over τ -plane:
1/2 and ∂τ (C(τ,τ )τ 2 ) in powers of (τ −τ 0 ) we find that the third term of the sum at x 0 = ∞ is
The first term vanishes according to the general argument mentioned in above. The corresponding term is RT m27 27 ′ * G 27
′ W 27 ′ 27 s and it happens in our model that there is not a such Yukawa coupling. The reason why the second term of the sum does not involve a lattice sum is that the corresponding term is RT m27 27 ′ * G 27 ′ * 27 ′ W 27 ′ 27 s with the untwisted intermediat state 27 ′ . For the third term the corresponding term is RT m s s ′ * G s ′ * s ′ W 27 27 s ′ so the intermediat state s ′ comes from the twisted sector which gives the lattice sum. As a final result we have
Solving this differetial equation one can in principle find a solution up to a holomorphic functions of T . These functions should transforms under the modular group according (32) and (??). This transformation law implies that the additional terms are modular forms of weight k = 2 of the subgroup Γ(2) of the full modular group. According to [10] they are only of the form αS + βV , where S = θ (S − V ) and requiring the holomorphic ambiguities to satisfy the trasformations (32) and (34) we found that they are of the form Figure 3 : The boundary of the complex plane in the presence of twist fields such that
we have
Using the fact that quantities
doesn't depend on w and f (z 
[
Substituting (42) and (43) into (38) we find 
where s(a) = sin(πa). In the case a + c = −1 (46) becomes http://arXiv.org/ps/hep-th/9502046v1
